Call for Papers for:

BEAM – ABEE workshop on

“Experimental and Behavioral Analyses in
Macroeconomics and Finance”
August 24 – 25, 2018
University of Amsterdam
We invite paper submissions for the BEAM – ABEE workshop on “Experimental and
Behavioral Analyses in Macroeconomics and Finance” that will take place on August 24 and
25, 2018 at the University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
In recent years an increasing number of researchers in the field of macroeconomics and
finance have started using behavioral modelling and laboratory experiments. This approach
has, for example, been useful in studying the dynamics of expectations, describing the
occurrence of bubbles and crashes in financial markets, and understanding the mechanism
behind the effects of various policy interventions. The workshop aims to bring together
researchers that use behavioral modelling and laboratory experiments to address questions
related to macroeconomics and finance.
Due to restrictions of space and time, only a limited number of presentations can be
included in the workshop program.
For more information check the website of the workshop at: www.ase.uva.nl/beam2018, or
contact the organizers at: beam2018-ase@uva.nl.
Special issue of the Journal of Economic Dynamics and Control: A selection of the papers
presented at the workshop will be published in a special issue of the Journal of Economic
Dynamics & Control, edited by Herbert Dawid, Nobuyuki Hanaki and Jan Tuinstra. All papers
submitted to the special issue will undergo the usual refereeing process at JEDC.
Important dates:
Paper submissions for the workshop have to be submitted before April 1, 2018 by sending
an e-mail (including name of presenter, title of presentation and a paper or abstract) to:
beam2018-ase@uva.nl. Note that there will be a participation fee of €100.00.
Notification of acceptance: April 30, 2018.
Submission deadline for the JEDC special issue: September 30, 2018
Program committee: Nobuyuki Hanaki, Cars Hommes and Jan Tuinstra
Local organizers: Kevin Koenrades, Dávid Kopányi and Jan Tuinstra

